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Teknolojik, yasal, finansal ve insan gücü ihtiyaçlannda tuzlı
değişim gelişim ve rekaberle tanımlanabilen günümüz çevre
koşulları; işletmeleri bilgi,. maliyet ,ve risklerin paylaşımı gibi
yeni stratejiler geliştirmek için zorlamaktadır. Ancak araştır-
malar göstermektedir ki, paylaşıma dayalr geliştirilen bu stra-
tejilerin varolan geleneksel örgüt ve yönetim anlayışr ile başa-
rıiı bir biçimde uygulanmasrnda sorunlar söz konusudur. Bu
sistemlerde bazı düzeltııeler yapılmahdır. Bu sorunları çözebil-
bilmek için geliştirilen modern yapılardan bir tanesi network
(şebeke) organizasyon 1,aprsrdrr. İki veya daha fazla işletmenin
uzun vadeli işbirliği yapmasl olarak tanrmlanan bu yapının te-
mel unsur]arı işbirliği, 1,ardımlaşma ve geieneksel yapı özellik-
lcrinclen ayrrlmadrr.

INTRODUCTION
The busine§s world has been living in a big technological

change. In the past technological innovations were relatively slow,
production processes were simple and standardized, and producti-
cn included only large numbers of similar products, and envilon-
ment was more ,stable. under these circumstances, the traditional
structures were highly successful and they arrived at their goals
but they were not perfect. The disadvantages of the traditional
structures became more acute when the technological change
quickens, product life cycle shortens, environment becomes more
turbulent, and markets become more specia|iz,ed.

As a rgsult of these changes, fi; are noır(ı trying to cope
with these completely new pressures in a variety of ways. Accor-
ding to Powell, these ways are to limit the size of work units,
contract work out or more collobo,rative ventures with suppliers
(*) Erciyes Univcrsitesi I.I.B"F. Oğretim Uyesi.
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and/or distributors (1). These routes lead firms to do many things
from cost-cuttirıg to collaboration.

when we considered competition which i,s preventing the
iir,ı,*is capacity to respond to the turbu]ent environment, more
attention was paid to collaboration. Especially, it became crucial
if a corrıpany found itseif with a problem that it could not solve
cn its own. Miles and sno,w argues that nev,ı organizational forms
arise to cope with these ne.w environınental condltions (2). one
of nıw crganizational forms is netwcrk organization structure.

ın this papeı, the types of rietwork forms, the needs that gave
ri:e to and the development of netwr:,rk forms will initiaiiy be
rıviewed. secondly, the basic elernents of netrvorks will be descri-
bed and the benefits that resu]t lrom and problems that are
caused by networking wiil be discussect. Finally, network structu-
re, as a non-traditionai organizational fro,m will be compared
with the traditional structures.

NET[4,oRK sTRUcTUREs
Definitions

Network form is a structure ııhich is created as a response
to the new business environment wlıich is very turbuient.
Although, the whole economy may be seen as a network organi-
zation which comprises many cornpanies and linkages, according
to Thorelli netrvork form refers to,two or mole organization invol-
ved in iong trem relatiorıship (3). Bianchi's definition has a
broader perspective; a network is an interactive set of firms,
based on an external division of iabor, which is not directed by
hierarchical command (4). All of these definitions reflects col]ab-
oration, cooperation, and the separation from traditional forms.

V{alter Poweil, «Neither Market Nor Hierarchy: Network Forms of orga-
nization», Research in Organizational Behavior, Vol. 12 (1gg0), p. 319.
Raymond E. Miles and Charles C. Snow, «organizations: New Concepts
for Neıv Forms,, Caüfornla Management Review, (Spring 1986). p. 64.
Hans B. Thorelli, «Networks; Between Markets and Hierarchies», Strate-
glc Management Journa!, Vol. 7, (1986), p. 37.
Patrizio Bianchi and Nicola Bellini, "Public Poliöies for Local Networks
of Innovator5», Research Pollcy, Vol. 20, (199l). p. a89.

(1)

(2)

(3)
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Need for Networks
In the past, American companies trade mass production, They

worked for econo,mies of scale, they obtained experience, and they
used these advantages to grow and expand their operations on
woridwide. But with 1980s, the World Economy began to change,
draınatically.

All of tlıese changes showed that the mass productic,n is
no longer the unique advantage for the companies. Furthermore,
it is becoming perceived as a barrier for adoptation to change.
Besidcs that, the declining performance and effectiveness of tra-
diticnal structures were other basic problems. As a result of these
changes a new concept, Flexible Specialization, began to appear
(5).

During the 19BOs,
* There was a strong tendency for giobalizatic,n and fast

technolcgical development - co.mpanies spread all over the rvortd
and internationa] competition became very touglı. ;\round the
woıld, Technology is changing at a faster iate tharı ever before.
The needs of companies are changed by the technc,logical scphis-
tication, and the force for implementation of inncvations.

-* Communication and computer technologies - there were
big developments throughotıt the world. Fiber optics, satellite
communication, and facsmiie machines have made the communi-
cation better. İn addition, computers have tremendously develo-
pad, a-nd they garre nı.anageIs many toois for management and
production. Computers are now used eveqnvhere, from personal
communication to advanced manufacturing and design.

" 'Ihe ]imits of large scale organization were recognized-Lar-
ge scale companies performed very well when mass production
can be used to work in stable and predictable markets. As the
environment changed and the organizations were confronted rvith
fluctuations. the advantages of being large were not be able to
meet these new demands. Having the ability the responsiveness
to customer needs. without lmsing the advantages of being big
coınpan},, became the basic issue.
(5) Piore, and Sable, The Second Industrial lXvldeı Possibliües for Prospe.

rity, NY: Basic, 1984. p. 285.
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* The importance of speed and information became critical.
Trarşferring know-how rapidly became critical.

changes arrd improvements on technology combined with
legat and finaııcial deregulation and the changing human resour-
ce needs for companies, created a completely new environment
and competition for existing organizations.

under these circumstances companies understood that their
existing strategies are no longer enough to meet the needs of
this environment. There was a strong need for sharing costs, risk
and knowiedge. Marıagers began to search for global opportuni-
ties, distinctive competences, expert skills, and outsourcing. As
organizatior» formulate new strategies to overcome new competi-
tive conditions, they found. that their structures and management,
systems also require some modifications (6). These was a neecl
for more efficient and adaptive organizational forms. one of the
an_swei. to all of these conditions was network organizations.

Types of Network Organizaüions

fhere are three types of network organizations, Internal,
stable, and dynamic networks (?).

" The Internal network is a kind o,f network whiclı is estab-
lished in a firm and all of the assets are owned by the same
firm. The goal of the interna} network is to capture entrepre-
neurial and market benefits without having very much outsour-
cing. In another words, the logic of the internal networks is to
gain competitive advantage through shared utilization of scarce
assets and the continuing development and exchange of nranage-
ria} and technogological knowledge (8).

In this type of network, organizational units come together
according to their specialization. These collaborating units buy
and sell goods and services among themselves at market price. It
is supposed that this kind of market control-Iike ability to make
6' Mtl". 

".d S"ar,ı,, .Organizati<ıns: Neıt, Concepts for New Forıns», p. 71.
(7) C.C. Sııorv, R. E. Miles, and H.J. Coleman; Jr., .Managing 2lst Century

i.Jetıvork Organizations», Organlzatlonal Dynamics. (1993). p. 11-14.
(8) Miles and Snorv, "Causes of Failure in Network Organizations,, Califor-

rria Management Revlew, (Suııınıer. 1992). p. 65.
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comparison between internal and external sources will force com-
panies to work more effectively .And also companies can adapt
to the changing market conditions more easi]y. In this network,
internal units speciality is encouraged. The common mistake
which occurs in this network form is corporate iniervention in
resource flow and transaction prices. For instance, as a result of
top management politics, market prices can be changed with
administered priees and this leads to inefficiencies.

"' In Stable network- there is a relationship between the core
company and partners beyond vertical integration. A large core
company creates marketbased linkages to a limited set of upst-
ream and7or dowrştream partners. The gcod side of this forın
is the ability to have multirelations. Under this structure, the
core company can have the chance to establish linkages witiı
more than one eompany either to gain resources or to upreach
the distributors of its outputs. The benefit or this network is to
have a stable srıpply and/ar distribution system; however, this
can create too much dependency and less flexibility it occurs
especially, in the case of suppliers and distributors which oniy
focus their operations on meeting the needs of their core firm,
and such a dependency reduces the benefits of having network
structure.

'* The Dynamic network- is a more flexible structure than
previous forms. In this type of network, co,mpa.nies collaborate
with outside companies which have speciality in their areas. This
may not have to be continuous form. Companies which need to
collaboration can link for one time (short-term) prcductio,n of a
particular good or service. The basic logic is to take advantage
of different distinctive competences uıhich are possesed by diffe-
rent companies. On the other hand, Business Week describes them
as companies which are «vertically disaggregated, relying on
other companies for manufacturing and many crucial business
functions; Tlıey are industrial companies without industrial pro-
duction.» (9). In this network type, the core firm identifies and
assembles assets owned largely by other companies.

The dynamic struetures can provide both specialization and
flexibility with good communication and coordination achieving_
a9) Buslııess Week, "And Noıı,, The Post-Industrial Corporations», (March 3,

1986). p. 64.
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good cornmunication in a rapidly changing environment neans
fast adaptation and rapid response to the changes. But the imple-
mentation of this structure depends on some conditions such as
availability of potential partners and their success in maintai-
ning their unique expertise.

BASIC nınıunxts oF NETwoRKs
-- vertical disaggregation- As the environment became more

turbulent, large scale vertical integration could not meet the
needs of the eompanies. This kind of integration had an inability
for ad4ptation and this inflexibility created a resistance to new
product and process innovation. Hence, companies iooked for new
v,ıays and they began to establish network structures. In this form,
various business functions such as ciesign, manufacturing, nıar-
keting, and R&D are perforıned by interdependent units and,zg1
organizations within the network. These kinds of linkages are
ca]led vertical disaggregation (10). Ttıe degree of disaggregation
is generally determined by the competitive forces. For instance,
the less the conıpetition is, the less conıplex netwoi.k appears.

'" Brokers-Because each function is performed generally by
diffeıent orgarıizations, there is a need for a level which will
provide coordination. The managerial functiorıs of a traditiona]
structure are performed by broker in the network organizations.
According to the type of network, sometimes one broker or more
tlıan one brokers play a lead roie and link various partners.
Three broker roles are especially important to the succe§s of the
network organizations; (11).

- Architect: Ttıey are the managers who facilitate the emer-
gence of specific, operating networks. Ttıe task of the architect
is relatively ea,sy in the case of internal network, the architect
of internal network must facilitate relationship between related
units within the company. on the other side, in the stabie and
dynamic networks there is a requirement to use external units

(l0) Walter W. Poıvell, "Hybrü Organizalional Arrangements: New Form or
Transitional Development", Callfoıııia Management Review, (Fall 1987).
p.77.

(ll) Snow, Miles, and Coleman, oManaging 2lst Century Netw<ırk organiza-
tions», p. 15.
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and raso,urcas; therefore the role of architect gets more compli-
cated.

- Lead operator: After design and emergence of the net-
works, the lead operator is important in implementation of tasks.
Taking decisions for operations are his respor»ibility. The tead
operator formally connects specific companies together into an
operating network. The lead operator can be the same person as
the architect,

-- Caretaker: In order to have smooth and effective operati-
or*rs, there is a need fo,r a manager who ,ıvill monitor and enhan-
ce the relations among partners. This manager is called a careta-
lİer, He7-"1"1e also evaluates performance and behaviors of ihe ınem-
ters of ngtıvork. He,lshe is trying to develop a climate for accep-
tance cf cc,mmon goais. The success of a network clepends on
the quaiity of this key player.

* Market mechanism-Netwc,rks perform according to ıiıarkc1.
ı:ıechanism ratlıer than to planing and control. Eveıy rıııit of th,:
network is controlled by the market meclıanism and it is suppc-
sed that this confrontation will increase effectiveness and respon-
siveııess of the network.

;, Full-Disclosure (infornıation systeıns and informa.tion
flow) - Networks are based on complex communication channeis.
Given the fact of today's changing market, it is very important
to have efficient information systenıs. To implement network or-
ganizations, partrrers of the network need to understand many
things which happen outside of their area such as the strategic
and operational plans of the organizatio,n, R&D plan, updated
financial reports, and current trends of their networks. The accu-
rate and fast information flow determine the success of tl.ıe net-
work. Sharing information and experience witl not only provide
clesired out'comas but will also create common values which will
lead to more succe-q.s. All of this f]ow and sharing of information
require not only traditional vertical communication but a]so hori-
zontal communication.

Network channels are also important for diffusion of know
how. It is a kind of tacit knowledge and it is difficult to flow
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along other lines. WitLı tacit knowledge people generally know
but the information is in heads, not written in manuais and
handbcoks (12). In general, this information can not be trarsfer-
red even when the technology so,ld. This can walk away with
networks.

" Trust-This is the basic need for a network. In a collabora-
tion, companies share their personnel, technology ,and knowledge
with otlıer companıes. Thus, if there is no trust, it is diffucult
to share everything. Having a common background, ethnic,
geopraphic, ideological, or professional, makes the collabpration
easier. when it does not exist, trust is reduced and the desire
for the participation decreases (13). (but trust need not be reC:,
ceC if the situation is managed correctly)

" Power-is the central concept in network analysis. According
tc Tlıorelli, ijower is the ability to influence the decisions or acti-
ons of others (14). In a network organization, power arises
bocarıse of the interdependence. This interdependency results in
power rvlrich iş created by distinctive capabilities of units (conı-
panies) in a network: economic base, techno,logy, expertise, trust,
legitimacy. For instance, having knowledge can be the biggest
asset for power positioning in the network. Trust can be the basic
factor leading to continued partnership. All of these factcrs give
power to the company which has these characteristics.

BENBFITS FROM NETWORI(S
The benefits that are gained with partnership are the resuit

of the evolution of the exchange from the original economic
trasaction to a complex web of exchanges connecting the two
firms across various level (15). Altho,ugh it takes time to have a
match between partners, network organizations create many
benefits. Tlrese are: (16).

(12) W. Poır,ell, "Hybrid Organizational Arrangements: New Form or Tı:ansi-
tional Developmeıits.,, p. 81.

(13) W. Powell, «Neither market Nor Hierarchy», p. 327.
(l4) Thorelli, p. 38.

(l5) Andrea Larson, «Partner Nenvorks; Leveraging External Ties to Improve
Entrepreneurial Perf'ormance», Journal of Bustness Venturlng, 6, (199ı).
p. 178.

(16) Larson, p. l79.
W. Powell, «Neither Market nor Hierarchy", p, 323.
Wissema and Euser, p. 35.
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-_ Access to finarıcial re§ources

- Access to new channels and markets.

- Cost savings through cost sharing and economies of scale.

- Shorter lead times for produçt development.

- Access to technology ancl process innovations.

- High quality results.

- Market feedback.
=- Access to broad network of information and re§ources such

as knorv how. .

- Enhanced industry reputation.

- Networks also create incentives for learning.

All of the benefits of networks are great but the most impor-
tant benefit of network forms is that they have a strategic fit
,io i,he changing environmental conditions. This structure is more
flexible than any other previous forms and it maximizes speciai-
ized competences. It also provides more effective use of human
resources than any single organization.

PROBLEMS IN NETWORKING
Although, there are many benefits from having collaboration,

ccoperation and network organizations, it is ııot without problems
and risks. They are presenting the chance to access outside exper-
tise and resources withc,ut spending big capital. However, once
firms rely on outside expertise, they began to fail to develop their
own capabilities (17). In another words, when too much depen-
dency is created, it obviously creates risks for the companies.

Boside the general risks of networking, the structure of the
network itself has also so,me failures. There are two basic prob-
lems (18) which are created by manageriaL mistakes; after a du-
ration, managers try to, extend and modify the sytem. These can
create some basic problems like;

- - Extension of the form which is a kind of puslr of the
forrn beyond the limits of its capability.

- Modificatiorıs of the form which is reasonable on the sur-
face, but neverthÖlpss they violate the form's operating logic.

(l7) Larson, p. 184.

(18) Miles, Snow, "Causes of Failure in Network Organization», p. 57.
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In addition to these general risks, there are some specific
problems for every network form:

- In a stable network which links the co,re company to
supplier and/or distributor, a problem may be arisen by the
ccmplete utilizaticn of supplier's or distributor's a-csets for tire
core firm. in that case, t}ıe market mechanişm logic of net,,ı,ork
form is lost, becau-se there is no longer a market testing for the
quality and price. This will restrict the lea,rning capabilities ancl
floxibility of the suppliers and this means the network wil! not
aehive the iogic of its existence. At the same time, when the core
compaıry begiıx to itseif involve more and more in the manage-
ment of the partner's assets, this is not gcod for the staffs of
core company or tlıe partners.

- The internal network is a form vıhich is intending tn
create a market inside the firm. ]n this form, organizational
units b,iıy and sell goods ancl services among them at a rnarket
price. The problem occurs when there is an intervention regar-
ding rescurces and transaction price. Generally managers tend to
use internal control on behavior instead of actual market measu-
res to make evaluatio.n. Again this intervention decreases the
ada-ptation ability to change.

-- The problem in the dynamic network arises from overspe-
cializalion of a particular company which is located in a dyna-
mic network. It can reduce the contribution of the partners to
the vıho]e network Converse]v, firm.s ıvhich are entering to a dyna-
mic netwo,rk can be imitated and therrz can loose their distinctive
capabilities When th:-q fear creates proiection, ı,.ıhat it means is a
separation from the efficiencv factors of netv;ork form.

A COMPAR.ISON BETWEEN TRA.DITIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS FOBMS and NON-TR,ADITIONAL FORM
In this ııart, the bureaucratic organization, structure as a

tı,aditional forrn, was chosen to make a comparison with netwo,rk
strrrctures.

Bureaucratic Organization Theory antl Structur-e
Bureaucracy was developed by Weber to describe an ideal

.structure. His primary goal was to establish an overall ma.nage-
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ment system for large organizations that would promote efficiency,
consistency, and fairness (19). According to Weber, a bureaucra-
tic organization should have a set of principles that will tead to
organization: The perso,n who holds a position should have exper-
tise which is gained with training. Successful performance depends
on the rules and regulations. The relations between each positi-
cn must be explained explicitly, important decisions must be
c-nt:ıılized througl: a hierarchic structure, and written commwıi-
cation, division of labor and impersonality are crucial.

TJnder this general framework, traditional organizatio,ns had
and have some characteristics which are sulnmarized below;

- Clear departmental boundaries

- Clear lines of authority, hierarchical organization

- Detailed reporting mecharıism

- Forma] decision making procedures

- High control by supervisors

- High credit to predictable behavior

- Reliability-capacity for producing large numbers of goods
and services in a given quality, repeatedly.

- Accountability-how resounces have been used

- Formal information flow through vertical lines, and inü-
vidual unit.s.

These characteristics created an organization which has a
single center, independent activities, vertically integrated, uniform
structure, limited mind set, and emphasis on efficiency. When aır
organization had these.features, it is accepted as an efficient,
well-performing organization. On the other hand, by the tlme
hierarchical forms are confronted by sharp fluctuations in de-
mand and unanticipated changes (20), their reliability and effi-
ciency are lost. Moreover, organizations or departments which
have that structure begin to suffer when there is a need for
rapid decision making and flexiblity to meet the demands of

"t9!4lq e"t9rnal environment.
(19) M. Weber, The Theory of Social and Economlc Organizatlons. Trans.

T. Parson and A. Henderson. New York: Free Press, |947. p. 56.
(20) W. Powell, p. 303.
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New Orgaııizational Forıns
In this study, networks are used as a new form. Their basic

characteristics aıe; (21),

- Steeples of expertise. The expertise is not limited to a
special task but it is applicaple to wide range of activitles.

- Interdependent units. One unit is dependent on resources
which are controlled by another units.

- Muitiple alliances. External and internal linkages with
various units and companies.

- Multiple centers and diverse structure. Decentralization
and more than one management (plan, organization and control
for resources), and production, design, etc., centers.

- Cosmopoüitan mindset. A specia] behavior which is based
on enhancing ability of transmitting new things.

- Emphasis on flexiblity. To be able to change, flexible
units, resources...

Comparison
Both traditional organizational forms and also as a nontra-

ditional form, networks are paying attention to the, specializa-
tion and division of la:bor. However, approaches are different
from each other. wherea§ a network is based on external division
of labor (which is realized out of unit), in a traditional bureauc-
racv, expertise and specialization are limited with specific tasks
and skills. Also, in a network structure, flexible speciaiization is
acceptable and having the ability to change is even more impor-
tant than having expertise. Conversely, flexibility is not one of
the characteristics of bureaucratic structure which tries to estab-
lish more reliable, predictable, and stable organization.

While in a bureaucratic organization relations are based on
authoritative, bureaucratic, vertical relations, in a network, they
are_ bas_ed on competitive, conflictual, and horizontal relations,
(21) Homa Bahrami, «The Emerging Flexible Organizations,, California Mana,

gement Review, (Summer 1992\, p. 46.
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the market decides the price and other issues which will be used
for partnership. In this kind of new form, informatio,n is extre-
mely iml»rtant and all levels of information flow, especially
horizontal, are encouraged. As a resu]t of this encouragement,
information flow in network is «thicker» and «freer» than
bureaucracies (22).

In a bureaucracy, the source of power is legitimate. The
ntanager has trıower because of his/her position. Rules are put by
a central authority and the manager uses it to make people obey
him/her and make them work for organizational efficiency. On
the other hand, in a netrvork form, power is sourced by know-
ledge. The unit or company which has knowledge has more power
than others. In other word§, status and power are determined by
one unit or compaııy's ability to contribute rather than one's
position in the hierarchy.

In the netwo,rks, the Independency characteristic of bureauc-
racy is turned into interdependency through collaboration.
Because of resource dependencies, every unit needs each other.

Turist is another basic issue in a network form. If there viıas
no trust among partners, a network couid not exist. Because of
mutual sharing and intere§t, it is really important to have trust
in a network system. Ttıe trust facInr is not given suffieient
attention by bureaucracies (more rational eriteria). From ano,ther
view, the bureaucratic organization can create on atmosphere of
trust between employees much more than a market based organi-
zatian can between the parties to an exchange (23).

In a traditional form, it is impo,rtant to have irıternal linkaı
ges and coordination to accornplish goals, efficiently. But in a
network, in order to accomplish goals there is a need not only
for internal linkages but also for external linkages. Coordination
is not only achieved through hierarchy but also through mutual
relations and interactions among units.

'(22) I. Kaneko and IMai, oA Network View of the Firm,, l st. Hitotsubashi-
Stanford Conference, 1987, s. 20.

(23) William G. Ouchi, "Markets, Bureaucracies, and Clans,, Administratlve
Sİience Quarterly, Vol. 25, (March 1980) .p. 134.
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Control is done by supervisor in a bureaucracy. In a net-
work, it is done by peers and units which dependent each other.

Whereas, in a traditinoal organization, ca,]:eer paths are limi-
ted by certain amount of functions, it is wider in a network.

CONCLUSION

Nowadays, even larger companies are discovering that they
can not aııswer all of the needs of environment which is chan-
ging very rapidly, Also, small companies are looking for the resour-
ces and utilization of their speciality. These searches created new
strategies and nern forms for organizations. As a new form, net-
works arose.

There are some major factors causing a firm to form
networks with other companies. They are globalization, fast
technological change, improvernent in communication, and com-
puter technologies, limits of large scale o,rganization, and the
importance of speed and information. Networks provide a way to

.eompromise a firm's resource needs with the collaboration, and
partnership. Using a network gives a chance to cope with the
competitive enviro,nment.

There are theree forms of networks; stable, internal, and
dynamic. TTıe basic logic of all these forms are to share limited
external and/or internal resources to capture entrepreneuriai and
market benefits. on the other hand, there are some inefficiencies
such as too much dependency, loosing unique capabilities, and
overspecialization.

Networks are dependent on some characteristics as power,
interdependence, disaggregation, trust, market mechanism, and
full disclosure. These features creates the network and determi-
nes its succes§.

As a new organizational form, networks are more different
than traditional forms. In a traditional- bureaucratic structure,
there are ciear departmental boundaries, lines of authority, detai-
led reporting meehanism, high control, vertical information,
reliability, and predictability. They created an organization which
has one center with dependent units, vertically integrated, uni-
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form structured, and an emphasis on efficiency. This is the orga-
nization that suffered inflexibitity. Although both of the structu-
res give credit to specialization, with the characteristics of exper-
tise, interdependency, multiple aliiances, mııltiple center§, and
cosmc,politan mindset, networks provide more flexible structures
which are corısistent with the ne,ş environment.
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